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Abstract

Machine learning methods are increasingly adopted in com-
munications problems, particularly those arising in next gen-
eration wireless settings. Though seen as a key climate mit-
igation and societal adaptation enabler, communications re-
lated energy consumption is high and is expected to grow
in future networks in spite of anticipated efficiency gains
in 6G due to exponential communications traffic growth.
To make meaningful climate mitigation impact in the com-
munications sector, a mindset shift away from maximizing
throughput at all cost and towards prioritizing energy effi-
ciency is needed. Moreover, this must be adopted in both
existing (without incurring further embodied carbon costs
through equipment replacement) and future network infras-
tructure, given the long development time of mobile genera-
tions. To that end, we present summaries of two such prob-
lems, from both current and next generation network specifi-
cations, where probabilistic inference methods were used to
great effect: using Bayesian parameter tuning we are able to
safely reduce the energy consumption of existing hardware
on a live communications network by 11% whilst maintain-
ing operator specified performance envelopes; through spa-
tiotemporal Gaussian process surrogate modeling we reduce
the overhead in a next generation hybrid beamforming sys-
tem by over 60%, greatly improving the networks’ ability
to target highly mobile users such as autonomous vehicles.
The Bayesian paradigm is itself helpful in terms of energy
usage, since training a Bayesian optimization model can re-
quire much less computation than, say, training a deep neural
network.

Introduction
The sixth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) makes for sobering reading: even
in the best case scenario we are likely to exceed +1.5 ◦C
global warming in the near future with far-reaching im-
pacts spanning human and ecosystems (Pörtner et al. 2022).
The information and communication technology (ICT)
industry—in particular, the massive bandwidth and low la-
tency promised by next-generation network architecture—is
seen as a key enabler for both societal adaptation and cli-
mate mitigation, e.g. through expanded online services in
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healthcare, education, and work, and through decentralized
renewables based microgrids (I and Bian 2020).

However, as the popular adage goes, “there ain’t no such
thing as free lunch”. The ICT industry already accounts for
3% of global energy consumption (GSMA 2019) and an esti-
mated 2-4% of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
(Freitag et al. 2021). Networking makes up a significant pro-
portion of the ICT sector, with radio access networks (RAN)
alone accounting for over half of its energy consumption
(Lopez-Perez et al. 2021). All the major RAN vendors (Eric-
sson, Huawei, Nokia, and Samsung) have committed to am-
bitious net-zero targets—in many cases exceeding the volun-
tary standard by aiming for net-zero by as early as 2030 (Er-
icsson 2021)—and are investing heavily in developing next
generation wireless as a climate mitigation enabler (Huawei
2020; Nokia 2022; Ericsson 2022). Their customer base
(mobile network operators), for whom energy costs make
up a bulk of their operating expenditure (GSMA 2019), are
likewise prioritizing energy efficiency. Standards bodies are
also bringing energy efficiency to the forefront: 3GPP1 have
set a 90% energy reduction goal for the next generation ar-
chitecture New Radio (NR), and machine learning will play
an increasingly important role in unlocking next generation
wireless efficiencies (Elbir et al. 2023). Regional and na-
tional future communication development initiatives have
likewise placed sustainability at the forefront (National Sci-
ence Foundation 2021; Department for Science, Innovation
and Technology and Department for Digital, Culture, Media
& Sport 2022; Uusitalo et al. 2021).

Even though 5G and beyond will confer substantial en-
ergy efficiency in terms of Joules per bit transferred, in abso-
lute terms consumption is predicted to increase (Freitag et al.
2021). This is predicated on an anticipated rebound effect—
where increased efficiency and bandwidth give way to a
surge in demand—intrinsic higher network element density
compared to LTE (of e.g. mobile base stations, user devices),
the need for network operators to support mixed frequency
sites for years to come, and embodied carbon in the produc-
tion of new RAN infrastructure. Moreover, given the long
development time (typically 10 years between generations)
and disparate rollouts (5G will not be the dominant service

1Consortium of major standards organizations which develop
mobile telecommunications protocols



until after 2028, and even then, many regions—notably sub-
Saharan Africa—will still rely heavily on previous gener-
ation hardware (Jonsson 2022)), it is imperative that both
existing and future infrastructure is optimized for efficiency.
This will require a mindset shift away from maximum per-
formance to sustainable performance, where throughput and
energy consumption are jointly optimized. Energy efficiency
may be addressed at various layers in the RAN architec-
ture, from physical layer processing, to network-scale ra-
dio resource control processing. Here we focus on higher
level radio resource management (RRM) applications, for
examples of ML applied to the physical layer see e.g. Ko-
rpi et al. (2021) and references therein. In this paper we will
present summaries of two applications of probabilistic ma-
chine learning to increase energy efficiency in RAN. Cru-
cially, we consider both current generation 3GPP LTE and
next generation 3GPP New Radio (NR). Both settings utilize
Bayesian inference which is itself helpful in terms of energy
usage as it typically requires far less computation than, say,
training a deep neural network.

Learning considerations
RRM problems are challenging to optimize, with objectives
that tend to be expensive to evaluate either through simula-
tions or via point estimates of user quality of service (Zhang
et al. 2023). Many approaches leverage deep neural network
based techniques, with the goal of developing generalized
models for wide deployment. These approaches can have
good performance at inference time with relatively low en-
ergy requirements. However, they are typically expensive
(from a computational and therefore energy point of view)
to train. Another practical consideration is model life-cycle
management: periodic re-training/tuning and model transfer
over-the-air from base station to user equipment are chal-
lenges that should not be underestimated.

Both applications considered in this paper share
characteristics–namely, low dimensionality and information
scarcity–making them amenable to online Bayesian opti-
mization. Bayesian optimization is a class of stochastic op-
timization methods suitable for derivative-free optimization
of expensive to evaluate black-box objective functions, see
Frazier (2018) for an excellent introduction. There are two
core aspects: a surrogate model, developed using Bayesian
statistics, of the true objective, and an acquisition policy,
which uses the surrogate model to infer where to sample
the objective next. Because we forego generalization across
wide-ranging network deployments, and our problem di-
mensions are small, the costly Gaussian process parameter
fitting2 is abated, making this a low-cost alternative to wide
deployment generalized neural network based techniques.

Results and Discussion
We now describe the cellular energy efficiency problems in
more detail. For current networks we are typically faced with
a situation where traffic at a cell site fluctuates during the

2For us this involves a matrix inversion with memory require-
ments that scales cubically in the number of data points.

day. In this case it is wasteful to keep all carriers (i.e. fre-
quencies) and their associated power amplifiers active at all
time. We therefore want to learn a strategy that reacts to
the changing traffic and switches off carriers to save energy
whenever this can be done without violating customer per-
formance metrics.

For future networks, large antenna arrays improve effi-
ciency by focusing energy at the intended receiver. For this
mechanism to work, the cell must track the best beam for
each mobile user, and it is prohibitively expensive to mea-
sure every beam at every time instant. However, if the wrong
beam is selected then energy is wasted because the focused
beam “misses” its target. We therefore apply Bayesian tech-
niques to learn the best beam with a minimal number of mea-
surements.

Current generation: cell switch-off

Figure 1: Left: Adjusting load thresholds (ρ) to effect carrier
switch-off is transformed to a Bayesian root finding prob-
lem. The search space (density plot of example quality of
service metric) is reduced to a monotonic region R. Right:
The parameterized probability function of our root finding
problem is refined using Bayesian posterior updating. Fig-
ure adapted from Maggi et al. (2023b) © 2023 IEEE.

Power amplifiers (PA) account for over 65% of a base sta-
tions energy consumption (Lopez-Perez et al. 2021). Switch-
ing off PAs without (overly) degrading network performance
is therefore a good route to curbing energy consumption.

In Maggi et al. (2023b) we develop an approach whereby
carriers are shut down according to a hysteresis mechanism:
the next carrier in line is switched off (on) if the traffic
load on the sector is lower (greater) than a certain thresh-
old ρmin (ρmax). The key is dynamic selection of the thresh-
olds such that key performance indicators (KPIs) meet qual-
ity of service (QoS) constraints, with a desired likelihood.
We formulate this as a root finding problem, in which the
solution is mapped to a one-dimensional space that is itera-
tively searched using a Bayesian approach, see Maggi et al.
(2023b) for derivation and implementation details. Briefly,
we parameterize a probability function of our threshold, de-
scribing the probability of satisfying service constraints, and
maintain a probabilistic belief over the parameter space. We
convolve this belief with a Markovian transition law, allow-
ing traffic changes to be learned, and update this belief with
new observations via Bayesian posterior updating.

We tested this policy in a proof of concept (PoC) trial on
a live customer 4G network, spanning 19 sites and 57 sec-
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Figure 2: Highly mobile UEs, such as connected vehicles,
will experience different radio environments over time, re-
quiring tracking of the best transmission and receiver beam
pairs. The schematic (top) shows a mobile UE traversing a
cell sector in an urban environment, maintaining a commu-
nication link with a base station. As the UE moves from left
to right, the radio environment changes (due to, for exam-
ple, radio reflections), which affects the signal strength of
the base station beams, as experienced by the UE. This is
indicated by the contour plots below the UE (center), with
brighter color indicating a stronger received signal refer-
ence power (RSRP), and therefore better beam choice for
the communication link. The time series (bottom) show the
efficacy of our Bayesian optimization solution in tracking
the best beam for mobile UEs, with varying mobility level
indicated by the color (brighter is faster): the online learning
approach suffers a cold start of less than 300 ms, with min-
imal degradation of RSRP error and overhead metrics for
increasingly mobile UEs. Figure adapted from Maggi et al.
(2023a) © 2023 IEEE.

tors. Most of the sites had 4 frequency layers (800, 1800,
2100 and 2600 MHz), with the 800 and 1800 MHz layers left
active to preserve coverage. Baseline measurements were
taken over periods spanning a few weeks immediately be-
fore and after the PoC trial, during which all carriers were
kept active. We used two weeks of historical data to ini-
tialize the prior, and we used a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix as our Marko-
vian transition rule, allowing the policy to adapt to traffic
variations by gradually “forgetting” past observations. Dur-
ing our PoC, we were able to shut down carriers for ap-
proximately 30% of the time with negligible impacts on cell
congestion and traffic volume, including cells in neighbor-
ing sites. Overall, we are able to effect an 11% reduction
in energy consumption during the PoC, which is remarkable
considering no hardware changes were made.

Next generation: beam tracking
Next generation millimeter wave (mmWave) communica-
tions will use highly directional transmitter and receiver (Tx

Figure 3: We visualize the salient components of our beam
tracking solution at an initial and late stage time slot.
Top row: with an uninformative prior, we distribute initial
beam samples (orange crosses) according to a space fill-
ing sequence (left). At subsequent time slots (right) samples
are distributed according to an acquisition function (darker
is better). Bottom row: The ground truth signal strength
(brighter is better) experienced by the UE for each trans-
mission beam index changes as the time slots evolve. The
optimal beam index is denoted with a blue star, and the solid
line traces the evolution of the optimal beam index. Cen-
ter row: we plot the expectation over our posterior estimate
of the signal strength across beam indices. This estimate is
used to predict the optimal beam index for a given time slot
(green start), and once again the solid line traces the evo-
lution of this predicted optimal beam index. Figure adapted
from Maggi et al. (2023a) © 2023 IEEE.

and Rx, respectively) beams, complicating the mutual dis-
covery process–both in initial access (IA) and the recovery
from link failure– and the ongoing beam tracking for highly
mobile UEs such as connected vehicles or mobile users on
mass transit. Finding a good beam pair is important not only
from a QoS point of view but also energy efficiency: a sub-
optimal beam pair means that the Tx and Rx beams are mis-
aligned, so energy is wasted by effectively pointing beams
at empty space. Even a loss as small as 1 dB equates to ap-
proximately 20 percent power waste in transmission, so as
our wireless communications become more directional and
highly mobile UEs more ubiquitous efficient beam align-
ment will go a long way towards curbing emissions growth.

The signal received by a UE is a function of its gain, ex-
ogenous noise, the selected Tx and Rx beams, and the chan-
nel state information (CSI3) matrix. A good signal has high
magnitude, known as the received signal reference power
(RSRP). If the CSI is known, then the RSRP can be com-
puted for all Tx-Rx beam pairs, making beam selection triv-
ial. However, if no CSI is available, then beam pair selection
must be made based on RSRP measurements. Current stan-

3Complex valued matrix whose rank depends on BS and UE
antenna array sizes



dards employ an exhaustive search whereby all beam pairs
are sampled and the best one selected. Because beam width
is inversely proportional to array size, and analog beam for-
mers may only probe one direction at a time, this exhaustive
search is significantly more expensive for next generation
architectures that use far larger antenna arrays.

In Maggi et al. (2023a) we developed an alignment and
tracking procedure using Bayesian optimization to greatly
reduce the overhead required during both IA and subsequent
beam tracking, especially when dealing with highly mobile
UEs. We maintain a Gaussian process surrogate model of
the RSRP landscape over all beam pairs, and use this model
with a modified expected improvement based acquisition
function to rapidly identify the best beam pair in a given
time slot. Through appropriate Gaussian Process (GP) ker-
nel design we can cater for highly mobile UEs, modeling
the RSRP evolution in both space and time. See Maggi et al.
(2023a) for modeling and implementation details, including
a strategy for restricting the size of the set of sampled beams
with proven optimality gap.

We evaluated our approaching using a 3GPP NR-
compliant system level simulator, and benchmarked its per-
formance against exhaustive search. A full system descrip-
tion and complete benchmark comparisons against spatial
interpolation and long short term memory based approaches
may be found in (Maggi et al. 2023a). Overall, we were
able to use 60% fewer measurements than the current stan-
dard, resulting in more efficient use of transmission power,
without compromising alignment accuracy: RSRP errors
were kept around 1dB (translating to approximately milli-
watt power wastage due to beam misalignment), even for
UEs travelling at 90 km/h (highway speed). Importantly, the
performance was found to be stable over time, with no over-
head surges or accuracy degradation evident.

Conclusion
Machine learning will play an important role in unlock-
ing efficiencies in current and next generation wireless
networks—a key climate mitigation and societal adaptation
enabler. But to mitigate against growing ICT emissions an
industry mindset shift is needed to jointly optimize perfor-
mance and efficiency. Crucially, given the long development
time of next generation wireless networks, we must include
current generation architectures in this joint optimization ef-
fort to have an impact on ICT climate mitigation today.

In this paper we introduced two problems, one from the
current network generation, the other from the next gener-
ation, where we applied probabilistic machine learning to
strike a balance between performance and energy consump-
tion. We sought to introduce radio resource management to
the wider machine learning community, whose contribution
to the adoption of machine learning to next generation wire-
less will be crucial.
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